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Job Description
The SUSE DevOps Team is responsible for producing the Open Build Service and SUSE Studio, two powerful Web Applications. We
are interested in hiring a Junior Web Applications Engineer to work on these exciting and critical applications. Customers,
partners, collaborators, and SUSE employees use these tools day in and day out to create Linux solutions.
Who we are:
* We are an international team of developers responsible for the full-stack development of Open Build Service and SUSE Studio
* We develop and manage our applications using DevOps practices, with automated testing, and frequent (but deliberate) deployment
* We highly value Agile development, with test-driven development, code reviews, and scrum-like characteristics in our day-to-day work
* We're a growing team, providing valuable solutions to our users, while absorbing new techniques and technologies
* We highly value satisfied customers
Desired skills:
* Some visual design skills with sensitivity to user-system interaction
* Understanding of web technologies like HTML5, CSS3, and JavaScript
* Some experience with web tools and frameworks such as Ruby on Rails, Node, Rspec, Haml, etc.
* Experience with Linux (We're a Linux company, after all)
* Able to understand and contribute to sophisticated web projects
* Someone who is more interested in solving customer problems than marriage to any particular toolset or framework
* A person who wants to work in an agile environment, collaborating effectively with a variety of others, but also who works in
a self-motivated way
* Must be willing to learn to maintain existing code in addition to developing new capabilities
* Make use of continuous integration and write automated unit and integration tests for your code
* Surely someone who can code, but who also cares about quality, deployment, and continuous improvement
* You are passionate about creating excellent software solutions
* And you need to be willing to have fun, grow, learn, and help others to do the same!
Our Offer:
* Join our English-speaking team in the Nuremberg Germany SUSE office (help with relocation is available)
* Work with a well-maintained codebase, with lots of room to grow
* 28 days of vacation
* Contributions to pension insurance or capital life insurance
* Other common employee benefits (food coupons, health care, sports and cultural activities, free fruits and beverages)
* Our team celebrates the reach of milestones together
How to apply:
* Submit your curriculum vitae (CV) or resume, including a cover letter telling us who you are and why this job at SUSE is for you.
* If you've done any previous open source work, tell us about it
* In order to get to know you better please point us to some code you've written, or tell us about a software project you care about
and explain your involvement
* Please provide everything in one pdf to make our HR system happy!
Job location:
Nuremberg Germany, or Prague Czech Republic
*LI-RA1
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Nürnberg, , Germany
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